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We were the lead story on every TV channel and newspaper for a week. Can you remember why the media
was in such a frenzy? A boy was lost! He was not only lost, but he was lost in a mine! And, he had been lost
for five days! How could this happen? Who was in charge? What were the parents thinking to let a young boy
explore a mine? What were the Boy Scouts thinking to allow a young boy into mine? Countless questions
were asked. Everyone was worried, upset, confused, and blame was being directed in several directions: I was
reminded of the event the other day when we saw a posting on Facebook from the mom of the lost boy. It
immediately caused everyone who was close to the family to respond and reflect on the incident themselves. I
can still remember the wave of emotions involved, because I was there, on the campout with my son while it
was unfolding. Friday â€” September 22, There was a ghost town there that had been explored by the Varsity
and Exploring units in our ward a couple of times. They had convinced the Scouts that they needed to come
and join the fun. There was also an old abandoned hard rock silver mine that promised all kinds of fun to
explore. We were a close ward. Everyone knew everyone and nothing was mentioned when one of the leaders,
Terry showed up with his ten-year-old son, Josh, to enjoy the trip. It was understood that he would remain
with and be supervised by his father during this campout. We arrived in good spirits and set up camp. We held
a group meeting to lay down the rules. It was getting dark so we decided to check out the mine that evening.
The groups consisted of boys of similar age and physical ability. The youth would remain in the middle. Terry
and Josh were assigned to a group of younger boys and waited for their turn to go exploring. My son and I
were with the older boys. We were the first group to enter the mine and stayed a few hours exploring deep into
long forgotten tunnels. We found old mining equipment and all kinds of fascinating stuff. At some point, we
decided to return to camp. The hike back to the entrance was full of excited discussion on what we had
discovered and how fun it will be to return the next day to continue the adventure. When we exited the mine
we were immediately approached by the Scoutmaster who asked if Josh was with us. All our boys are teacher
and priest age. No one could get their head around this fact. How could he be missing? We had established
rules, we were organized. We felt confident in our ability to navigate the mine safely. We just could not
comprehend that one of our boys was lost! We offered a group prayer and countless silent prayers were being
offered by everyone. Some leaders were assigned to stay with the boys at camp, other were organized into
search parties and re-entered the mine. When the initial search parties returned to camp, the decision was made
to send word to the local police that we had a lost boy. Terry was given a priesthood blessing while others
resumed their search. The police arrived a couple of hours later. Josh had been missing for about 8 hours. Day
2 â€” Saturday â€” September As soon as morning arrived we packed up camp and returned home. A few
leaders remained to continue the search along with the authorities. Everyone was exhausted, solemn and in a
state of disbelief. Another prayer was offered by the group and again countless silent prayers were being
offered. She had been shopping and could not be reached. News of the lost boy in a mine started to spread.
News crews started showing up in the neighborhood and on the mountain where he was lost, the bishop
notified the ward about a special fast for Josh. Every ward member offered to help in some way, any way
possible. A motel room close to the mountain was secured for Terry and Janeen to stay in while the search was
conducted. Their other children were taken care of by various ward members. That afternoon professional
search and rescue people arrived at the site. At the end of the day Josh had been missing about 32 hours. Day 3
â€” Sunday â€” September Church was a solemn occasion. Additional prayers were offered by everyone in
each meeting and with each family as part of their fast. Priesthood holders traveled to the motel where Terry
and Janeen were staying and gave each one a blessing. Every available person was willing to drop everything
and search for Josh. The Elders quorum organized a group to help in the search the next day. The stress of
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losing a boy on a campsite was taking its toll. Unless you have suffered a similar tragedy in your life you
cannot understand the agony of spirit and mind that occurs during such an experience. It was hard to think of
anything else. And to complicate things, the national media was now in full swing, television, radio,
newspapers; everybody was doing stories about the lost boy. Questions were being raised as to possible foul
play on the part of the father or the Scoutmaster or some other leader. Josh had now been lost for 56 hours.
Day 4 â€” Monday â€” September More search parties arrived. Dog teams arrived to help. Only qualified
searchers were allowed inside the mine. Everyone else was assigned to probe the countryside. That afternoon
professional mine rescue teams arrived on site. Tooele families loaded up a truck with Dutch oven stew,
sandwiches, rolls, brownies, and drinks to feed the searchers. At the end of the day the realization that Josh
might not be found was beginning to enter the minds of everyone. We were all losing hope. The tone of
blessings and prayers were starting to become less positive. The question of how could we lose a boy in a
mine was still unanswered. Josh had now been lost for 81 hours. Day 5 â€” Tuesday â€” September The
search and rescue people reported that they had found no evidence that Josh was ever in the mine, and no
evidence that he had left the area. There was the realization that Josh was probably dead and might not ever be
found. She asked if a grave marked could be placed at the mine entrance. One of the Scout leaders was asked
to speak at the funeral. Officials were going to call off the search. Josh had now been lost hours. Day 6 â€”
Wednesday â€” September Most of the searchers had left the area. Terry and Janeen were given another
blessing by their bishop with an emphasis to be strong and to hold on to their faith. He added the remarks that
we could accept it if it was his choice to take Josh, but to please inspire someone to find Josh, whether he was
alive or not. It was on this day that John Skinner, a local resident, arrived to help with the search. John was
newly reactivated in the LDS Church and had recently been sealed in the temple to his family. He had
committed himself to live a life that followed the prompting of the spirit. John had tried to join the search
several times but was turned away at the check points. After reading in the paper that the search was to be
called off, he felt inspired to try again. He was aware of hidden places that few could find.
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#2 The Boy Scout Explorers at Treasure Mountain * Mr. Monahan finances a trip to Peru so that Hap Livingston and the
Explorers can search for his brother, Burton Monahan. The Explorers encounter difficulty soon after their arrival in Peru.

The "Boy Foresters" are more mean than helpful, courteous or kind, although they do ensure that lover-boy
Hope walks the straight-and-narrow in the face of many temptations. Also called "The Easy Way".
Scoutmaster Magoo US; [22] Mr. Hope is a real estate agent who gets in trouble trying to hide an actress
Sommer from the studio who wants her to film a bubble-bath scene she refuses to do. Some Boy Scouts
stumble upon their cabin hideout in the woods; hilarity ensues. Destroy All Planets Gamera vs. In occupied
France in , Julien Quentin goes to a Catholic boarding school. When a new student Jean Bonnet arrives, Julien
discovers that Jean is Jewish and the priests are hiding him. During a game with the school Scout Troop, the
two friends get lost in a forest and are rescued by Germans. Eventually, Jean is arrested by the Gestapo. The
Life Scout is trying to save the fictional Cross of Coronado crucifix from the villainous graverobbers while on
a horseback riding trip in Utah. The movie follows the boys as they try to escape from the bad guys, and how
they finally deal with them, with a little help from an unexpected source. Bushwhacked US; [34] Stars Daniel
Stern as a deliveryman framed for murder; he hides out by pretending to be a Scoutmaster to a group of
"Ranger Scouts"; PG due to some off-color jokes. Anti-government terrorists are also leaders of a Scouting
organization which indoctrinates children and facilitates the carrying out of terrorist attacks. She and her
fellow Fireflies attempt to sell cookies in the Costco parking lot and get tormented by the boys from the
Grizzlies troop. The Tiger Scouts are a co-ed older Scout organization. The Great Scout Adventure Canada;
[43] Some Scouts go searching for lost treasure only to end up having their Scout troop searching for them.
But when the legendary "Spirit Stick" of the prestigious camp goes missing, the entire tradition of the camp is
threatened. Now the Fire Dragons, led by York Hayes Shawn Carter, High School Musical 1, 2, 3 must do
whatever it takes to find the stick, return, and restore the legacy of the camp. Up US; [45] One of the main
characters, Russell, is an eight-year-old Wilderness Explorer, which are clearly modeled after Scouts.
Adventure Scouts US; [46] is about a group of boys and girls who return from a camping trip to discover their
small town is being held captive by a gang of motorcycle-riding knuckleheads. Astute viewers may catch a
glimpse of Cruise in full uniform as a teen. The Last Eagle Scout US; [50] In the not-so-distant future, society
has allowed political correctness to go beyond the point of the absurd. For years the Boy Scouts have been
under the government microscope and finally have been mandated to close their doors for good. Boy Scout,
Cliff Elliot, stirs the pot as he tries to cling to the last shreds of patriotism and earn his Eagle Scout Award.
The whole town, including his troop, sets out to track them down. Scouts Guide to the Zombie Apocalypse
US; [54] A horror comedy film about three Scouts and a cocktail waitress as they combine forces to try and
save their town from a zombie apocalypse. The film is rated R for sex, violence, language and nudity. It is not
suitable for unit functions. However, the Scout clubhouse is a front for drinking and gambling by a bunch of
partying delinquents. Controversial drama about teen-aged Scouts. He finds a troop of Boy Scouts, but they all
run away in fear. Finally, he meets Little Billy, who is too young to be a Scout but is okay with Casper being
his friend. Billy sees that a large bear has the Scouts cornered, and Casper comes to their aid and scares the
bear away. The grateful Scouts acclaim Casper as a hero. The girl has to sell at least boxes to go to Space
Camp, mocking both the prizes offered by troops for selling the cookies, and the rising prices of the boxes in
recent times. The Honey Bees wear bee costumes, complete with stinger. A girl does the honey bee salute by
moving her body in such a manner as to make the stinger move back-and-forth. They sell jars of honey rather
than cookies. Mildred goes to hospital; George is invited next-door for dinner and allows his friend Jerry to
entertain a "niece" at his house in the meantime. Some members of the Sunshine Cadets are portrayed as
committing mild acts of hooliganism. He must also deal with some grown-up Cub Scouts whose den mother
also died. All while directing a presentation of the Sound of Music. When Graeme and Bill find out that Tim is
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secretly a Scout, they become masked "bad Scouts", which result in Scouting becoming an illegal
organisation. Tim and the other Scouts are forced to hide from the "Scoutfinder General". Tim thinks there is a
mouse in the basement. The boys think it is a snake. Spencer ends up in direct competition with two other
Sunshine Girls for the bike who both look too old to be Sunshine Girls. Garry and Rocky compete in a
Tenderfoot Competition. Jade returns the favor by making Jackie accompany the troop on a camping trip. In
one episode, a pack of Cub Scouts requested having their lunch somewhere unusual. The program sent them
on the Revolution at Pleasure Beach Blackpool. The clip became one of the most requested on British TV
shows. Pixies are either guided by a den mother, or in Mr. In "Straight as an Arrow" , Bobby and his friends
join the Order of the Straight Arrow; this time presented as a parody of a Boy Scout troop with no continuity
to the episode.
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The series was written by Mildred A. Wirt Benson under the pen name of Don Palmer. The books follow the
adventures of the boys of Explorer Post No. The books in this series are more exciting than the average book
written by Mildred Wirt Benson and are among her strongest works. Volume 2 in particular has an exciting
and exotic appeal much like the Beverly Gray books that occur in exotic locales. What is interesting is that this
series could just as easily be a series for girls as a series for boys. Cupples and Leon apparently numbered the
volumes in the series in the wrong order. The beginning of volume 1 mentions a recent trip to Peru in which
the group searches for a missing explorer. The trip to Peru to search for the explorer occurs in volume 2 of the
series. Furthermore, page 21 of volume 3 mentions "the exciting adventure trips to South America which have
been described in The Boy Scout Explorers at Treasure Mountain and The Boy Explorers at Emerald Valley,"
mentioning the title of volume 2 before the title of volume 1. Therefore, volume 2 was intended to be volume
1 in the series. The boys are disappointed, especially as Hap would take them along if he could afford it. By a
stroke of good luck, Jack and Ken notice a strange man digging in the cemetery one night. They investigate
and discover an explosive substance. The boys receive a reward from the community which they decide to use
so that they can go to Columbia with Hap. When the Explorers arrive in Columbia, Mr. Corning fails to meet
them. The group travels to the mine hoping to find him there. During their trip, several people try to
discourage the group from traveling to the mine. Upon their arrival at the mine, they are told that Mr. Corning
is missing and is presumed dead! Rhodes has taken charge of the mine and asks the group to leave. He reveals
that Mr. Corning is possibly a prisoner of a notorious bandit and that there is little hope of finding him alive.
The Explorers suspect that Rhodes is keeping the mined emeralds for himself and is responsible for whatever
has happened to Mr. In spite of the danger, the group stays at the mine, facing many dangers before they
finally solve the mystery. The Explorers encounter difficulty soon after their arrival in Peru. Captain Carter,
who brought their supplies to Peru on his boat, refuses to let the group board to retrieve their supplies. The
group soon discovers that Captain Carter is smuggling weapons into Peru in boxes that are marked as
belonging to the Scouts! The Explorers and Captain Carter part ways, but their troubles are far from over.
Captain Carter turns the natives against the Explorers, and the Explorers must begin their expedition quickly
in order to avoid being attacked. Soon after their departure, Hap becomes very ill, and all of the men who were
hired to carry their supplies desert, taking most of the supplies with them. The Explorers are faced with the
dilemma of whether they should move on or try to get back to civilization. The group struggles on but is
captured and held captive by hostile natives. Somehow the Explorers must escape and summon help, and hope
that they can somehow determine what happened to Burton Monahan. The boys meet Stony, an old prospector
with intriguing tales of a map locating a secret gold mine. Stony is taken to the hospital, where he tells the
group of his lucky strike in Colorado and how he was blamed for the mysterious murder of his partner. Stony
requests that the Explorers find his gold and give it to the son of his partner. Walz hopes to use the map to find
the gold for himself and will stop at nothing to achieve this goal. The Explorers travel to Colorado to find the
heir to the mine, accompanied by their unwelcome companion, Jarrett Walz. The Explorers face great danger
and share many adventures before they finally succeed in their search for the lost gold.
Chapter 4 : Treasure Mountain
The Boy Scout Explorers at Treasure Mountain [Don Palmer] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. The lure of Inca gold led Burton Monahan on a dangerous trip to the mountains of Peru.
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The Project Gutenberg EBook of The Boy Scout Explorers at Treasure Mountain, by Don Palmer This eBook is for the
use of anyone anywhere in the United States and most other parts of the world at no cost and with almost no restrictions
whatsoever.

Chapter 6 : The Boy Scout Explorers Series by Mildred A. Wirt (as Don Palmer)
The Boy Scout Explorers At Treasure Mountain [Don Palmer] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. This scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original.

Chapter 7 : Hidden Treasure - The Boy Scout | Utah National Parks Council Official Blog
The Boy Scout Explorers at Treasure Mountain by Don Palmer starting at $ The Boy Scout Explorers at Treasure
Mountain has 6 available editions to buy at Alibris.

Chapter 8 : Don Palmer (Author of The Boy Scout Explorers At Treasure Mountain)
Book from Project Gutenberg: The Boy Scout Explorers at Treasure Mountain Skip to main content Search the history of
over billion web pages on the Internet.

Chapter 9 : The Boy Scout Explorers Series by Don Palmer
Don Palmer Average rating: Â· 3 ratings Â· 0 reviews Â· 8 distinct works The Boy Scout Explorers At Treasure Mountain
really liked it avg rating â€” 1 rating â€” published
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